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 Teaching should be such that what is 
offered is perceived as a valuable gift and 
not as a hard duty  (E. Einstein) 
 Allah SWT will help everyone in every his 
step if he believes it 
 Talk Less do More 
 Passing life as flow of water 
 If you love Allah, everyone will come for 
loving you 
 Keep smile, spirit, and the dream come true 
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ANITA DEWI PRASETYAWATI, A 320 070 262, RACIAL DISPUTE IN 
LAGRAVENESE’S FREEDOM WRITERS MOVIE (2007): A MARXIST 
APPROACH, RESEACRH PAPER, MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF 
SURAKARTA, 2011 
This study is about racial dispute in Lagravenese Fredoom Writers movie 
(2007). This objective of the study is to apply the marxist approach to analyze the 
racial dispute in lagravenese’s Freedom Writers. 
The writer uses Erin’s major point of Marxist to answer the problem of the 
study. The study is descriptive qualitative research that the data are taken from script 
of Freedom Writers. The technique of the collecting data is library research, while the 
technique of analyzing data is descriptive. 
Having analyzed this movie, the writer draws the results of the study. First, 
based on the structural analysis the director successfully delivers the moral message 
through the excellent unity of structural element. The director wants to say that 
everyone in the world has the similar right. The movie reflects the discrimination, 
gang violence, racial tension between the black and white people. Second, based on 
the Marxist analysis human have different view, their views are based on dialectical 
materialism, historical materialism, alienation, class struggle and revolution. Erin’s 
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